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Introduction
As part of its overhaul of financial services regulation the Obama Administration has
proposed stronger protection of consumers of financial products and services.1 The
Consumer Financial Protection Agency Act of 2009 (CFPA Act), which the Administration
submitted to the U.S. Congress on June 30, 2009, would result in a sweeping overhaul of
consumer financial protection.2 The CFPA Act would create a Consumer Financial Protection
Agency (CFPA) which would assume the responsibility for enforcing most existing consumer
financial protection laws from other federal banking regulators as well as the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC).3 The CFPA would have significant additional powers to regulate
consumer financial products, mandate disclosures, and require covered businesses to offer
consumers "plain vanilla" products that the CFPA would design. The legislation would limit
federal preemption of nationally chartered financial institutions by allowing states and
localities to have stronger restrictions than those adopted by the CFPA and would add a new
prohibition against "abusive" practices while allowing new interpretations of existing liability
for unfair and deceptive practices. This article details how the CFPA Act would change
consumer financial regulation, explores the policy rationale for these changes, and examines
how the legislation, if enacted in its current form, would affect providers and consumers of
financial products and services.4
The Road to 'Stronger' Consumer Financial Product Protection
The CFPA Act consolidates existing consumer financial protection regulation into a new,
expansive agency and fundamentally changes longstanding federal laws on consumer
financial protection.
A. The Consumer Financial Protection Agency
The United States has passed a number of laws that are in whole or in part designed to
provide protection to consumers of financial services products.5 The Federal Reserve Board,
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency,
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the Office of Thrift Supervision, and the National Credit Union Administration have
responsibility for enforcing these laws for the institutions in their purview in addition to
engaging in their main regulatory job of making sure that these institutions meet safety and
soundness standards. The FTC also is responsible for preventing unfair and deceptive
practices by nonbank lenders such as mortgage companies but not depository institutions
and enforcing the Truth-in-Lending Act and others laws against non-depository institutions
under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The CFPA Act would transfer the
responsibility for enforcing these laws to the new agency and would provide for a process of
consolidating the staff of these existing agencies into the new one.
The objective of the CFPA would be to "promote transparency, simplicity, fairness,
accountability, and access in the market for consumer financial products or services."6 The
CFPA would obtain additional powers beyond those granted by current laws. The new
agency would regulate nearly all consumer financial products and services, regardless of
what kind of business provides those products, and would have wide latitude for defining
what constitutes a consumer financial product.7 For these products, the CFPA could:

• prohibit unfair, deceptive, or abusive acts or practices including adopting rules that
would prevent such acts or practices;

• prescribe rules for ensuring the disclosure of the costs, benefits, and risks for
consumer financial products or services; and,

• define "standard consumer financial products" (also known as "plain vanilla"
products), require covered businesses to offer this standard product "at or before the
time an alternative consumer financial product or service is offered to a consumer,"8
and require that consumers to opt out of this standard product before being offered
alternative products.
The CFPA would also have various powers to help it achieve its objective of "ensuring that
traditionally underserved consumers and communities have access to financial services."
The agency would have the ability to impose civil penalties for violations as well as pursue
legal and equitable remedies.9
B. The Unfair, Deceptive and Abusive Conduct Standard
Federal and state consumer protection laws generally prohibit "unfair and deceptive
practices."10 There is extensive case law interpreting this standard involving both the FTC
and state consumer protection legislation.11 The new agency is not required to define which
practices are "unfair" or "deceptive" in a manner that comports with this jurisprudence, nor
with the interpretations endorsed by the FTC. The CFPA Act also adds a new standard of
"abusive practices" to existing consumer protection regulations for financial products and
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services.12 The CFPA Act itself does not define the term "abuse" or "abusive," but grants the
new agency wide latitude to create its own definition.
C. The Limitations on Federal Preemption
Much of current banking and lending law preempts states from imposing consumer financial
protection laws on federally chartered banks. These federally chartered commercial banks
account for 88 percent of commercial bank assets.13 The Act specifically permits states and
municipalities to adopt and enforce consumer protection laws against nationally chartered
financial institutions so long as these state or local laws provide consumers with protection
which is "greater than the protection provided under"14 federal law as determined by the
agency.
The Rationale for the Consumer Financial Protection Act of 2009
The CFPA Act would result in a sweeping overhaul of state and federal regulation of
consumer financial products and services. Six federal agencies would lose their existing
authority, consumer protection would be severed from prudential regulation at five federal
banking regulators, and potentially hundreds of consumer protection staff would be
transferred to a new agency. This section explains the rationales that have been offered for
these changes.
A. Failed Consumer Protection and the Financial Crisis
The CFPA Act is part of the Obama Administration's proposed reforms of financial services
regulation. Those reforms and their rationale are presented in the U.S. Department of the
Treasury (Treasury Department)'s Financial Regulatory Reform: A New Foundation.15 In
announcing the plan, President Obama suggested that the new consumer protection agency
was needed in part because consumers had chosen to take out too much credit; the present
financial crisis was in part "the result of decisions made by ordinary Americans to open
credit cards and take out home loans and take on other financial obligations."16 The
Treasury Department argued that mortgage and other companies sold products that "were
overly complicated and unsuited to borrowers' financial situation . . . with disastrous results
for consumers and the financial system." Regulation failed because there were multiple
agencies and these agencies had a conflict between consumer protection and protection of
safe and sound banking practices. The Treasury Department concluded that a consumer
financial protection agency is needed "to instill a genuine culture of consumer protection."17
The Treasury Department's report does not provide evidence to support the assertion that
failed consumer protection regulation played a significant factor in the financial crisis. There
is a consensus that the financial crisis resulted in large part from the collapse of the housing
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backed securities.18 As housing prices declined, more consumers defaulted on their
mortgages, leading to losses in the value of the securities that included these bad debts.
Consumer protection could have reduced these losses to the extent that it could have
prevented consumers from taking out mortgages that they then defaulted on. Consumer
protection could have prevented predatory lending in which consumers were induced to take
mortgages that they could not possibly afford. There is no evidence that we are aware of
that predatory lending or other practices that would violate the consumer protection laws
resulted in a significant portion of the loss in value of the mortgage backed securities.19
The CFPA Act also provides for stronger regulation of virtually all consumer financial
services products and services. There is no evidence that non-mortgage related financial
services products played any material role in causing the financial crisis.20 Credit-card
backed securities have fallen in value as a result of the deterioration of the economy and
the accompanying rise in credit-card defaults.21 However, neither these securities nor other
consumer financial products to be regulated were part of the derivatives products that
caused large financial institutions to teeter on the brink of insolvency in mid-2008.
B. Consumer Mistakes and Irrationality
The proposal to create a new consumer financial protection agency preceded the start of the
financial crisis whose beginning is often marked with the collapse of Lehman Brothers in
September 2008. Professors Oren Bar-Gill and Elizabeth Warren presented the case for the
new agency in an article entitled Making Credit Safer that was published in 2008.
These authors argued that credit markets were failing because "sellers of credit products
have learned to exploit the lack of information and cognitive limitations of consumers in
ways that put consumers' economic security at risk."22 According to them, "For a growing
number of families that are steered into overpriced and misleading credit products,
however, credit products only benefit the lenders."23 A significant part of the problem is
that, "Many consumers are uninformed and irrational."24
Professors Bar-Gill and Warren argue that the existing regulatory agencies are not up to the
job of dealing with these problems: "Federal banking regulators have the authority but not
the motivation. For each federal banking agency, consumer protection is not first (or even
second) on its priority list. By contrast, the FTC makes consumer protection a priority, but it
enjoys only limited authority. . .,25 To replace this system they proposed the creation of a
"single federal regulator" and a regulatory framework with three key elements: "(1) ex ante
regulation, rather than ex post judicial scrutiny; (2) regulation by an administrative agency
with a broad mandate, rather than by piecemeal legislation; and (3) entrusting the authority
over consumer credit products to a single, highly motivated federal agency . . .."
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Professor Michael Barr, who is now an Assistant Secretary to the Treasury Secretary leading
the efforts on the CFPA Act, proposed some of the key aspects of the CFPA Act in an
October 2008 paper.26 He advocated requiring lenders provide a plain vanilla mortgage
option to borrowers and imposing "heightened disclosure and additional legal exposure" on
those lenders if they persuade a borrower to opt out of the plain vanilla product for another
product. He also suggested a new legal standard in which lenders could be held accountable
after the fact if they did not provide "reasonable" disclosure to consumers.27
The legal scholars have based their analysis on "behavioral law and economics." This field
claims that consumers act irrationally in predictable ways, that businesses exploit these
defects in human reasoning, and that it is possible to design regulations that benefit
consumers by reducing the social costs associated with irrational consumer decisions.
Members of the behavioral law and economics movement tend to believe in some form of
paternalism in which the government can help make consumers make the "right" choices.
Soft paternalism "nudges" consumers to make the right decision by, for example, having
them 'opt into' alternatives that these scholars believe are in the consumer's best interest.28
Hard paternalism, by contrast, explicitly forbids consumers from making certain choices,
such as by preventing sellers from offering some products that consumers would buy.29 The
CFPA Act reflects both of these approaches. The new agency would possess the "soft
paternalism" tools of forcing lenders to offer "plain vanilla" products as well as the "hard
paternalism" tools of forbidding covered businesses from offering certain products
consumers find desirable.
Given this history, and the role of advisors to the new Administration in it, it would appear
that the rationale of the new consumer financial protection agency is based on the view that
consumers make systematically bad decisions when it comes to consumer lending products.
The CFPA, according to this view, is needed to prevent consumers from making those bad
choices and to deter businesses that provide consumer financial products from exploiting
the tendency of consumers to choose products that are not in the consumers' best interests.
The Effect of the Consumer Financial Protection Act of 2009 on the Provision of Consumer
Credit
It is impossible to say with certainty how new laws and regulatory authorities will ultimately
affect the marketplace. In the case of the CFPA Act much depends on how the courts
interpret the Act, who the President appoints to lead the new agency, and what policies this
leadership pursues. Several aspects of the CFPA Act, however, make it likely that the CFPA
Act would result in consumers paying more to borrow money and having less choice in how
to borrow money.30 This section explains the basis for our concerns.
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Lenders can expect to earn profits from providing credit to consumers when the interest
rate returns they receive, after adjusting for the possibility of default, exceed the sum of the
cost of the capital they are providing to consumers and the other costs and risks associated
with making that loan. Lenders offer particular lending products when the overall expected
returns from consumers that use that product—say an adjustable rate mortgage that is
fixed for three years and variable annual for 27—exceed the cost of capital, servicing costs,
and other fixed costs of making the product available, by enough to provide an adequate
return on investment.
Loans vary greatly in their risks because borrowers vary in their creditworthiness and
because some loans lack collateral for the lender to fall back on. Financial institutions
expend a great deal of effort to design products, and to make lending decisions, to
customize the interest rates and other fees to the creditworthiness of the borrower.
Consumer credit is one of the most heterogeneous products in the economy.
The CFPA Act would have various effects on the decisions of providers of consumer financial
products to supply consumer credit to particular consumers, the types of products they
would offer, and the interest rates and fees they would charge.
The CFPA Act would result in two radical changes in consumer protection law that affect
consumer lending. First, the CFPA Act introduces a new liability for "abusive" lending
practices and effectively permits new interpretations of longstanding restrictions on "unfair
and deceptive" practices. Specifically, the CFPA Act authorizes the new agency to take any
authorized action to "prevent a person from committing or engaging in an unfair, deceptive,
or abusive act or practice under Federal law in connection with any transaction with a
consumer for a consumer financial product or service."31 The CFPA does not have to adhere
to the FTC-related jurisprudence on unfair and deceptive practices.32 In addition the CFPA
Act itself does not define the term "abusive," thereby giving the new agency wide latitude in
identifying as abusive any practice that it views as suspect. Without requiring harmonization
with FTC interpretations of "unfairness" or "deception," the CFPA interpretations of these
terms, as well as the new authority to prohibit undefined "abusive" practices, would raise
issues that would need to be resolved through the courts over time.33 That would create
considerable legal uncertainty for financial institutions that would face unknown and
unquantifiable liabilities.
Second, the CFPA Act specifically allows states and municipalities to adopt more stringent
regulations than those adopted by the CFPA itself. Rather than providing a uniform set of
regulations,

the

CFPA

effectively

provides

a

"floor"

on

regulation.

The

Treasury

Department's Financial Regulatory Reform plan seems to suggest that the CFPA would
encourage State enforcement actions.34 Consumer protection requirements for lending
products could vary across states and possibly municipalities.35 That is a likely outcome
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based on other situations where federal law does not preempt state and local laws, including
state antitrust and consumer protection law. Moreover, historically the FTC has imposed
important restraints on the judicial interpretation of state consumer protection legislation
and thereby encouraged uniformity among states in addition to consistency with the federal
government. The CFPA Act would limit those constraints and thereby permit a greater
degree of variety and inconsistency.36
We do not believe that it is an exaggeration to say that the combination of these two
features would likely lead to an exponential increase in the costs and risks associated with
litigation and regulation related to consumer lending products. Financial institutions would
have to invest resources to comply with potentially incompatible regulations across many
federal, state and local jurisdictions, incur the cost of litigation and regulatory actions in
many

jurisdictions,

face

a

potentially

greater

liability

depending

on

the

eventual

interpretation of unfair, deceptive and abusive practices, and bear the uncertainty of how
the CFPA, states, localities and ultimately the courts will define unfair, deceptive, and
abusive practices. For financial institutions these changes in consumer protection law would
raise the expected cost of consumer lending and therefore lead lenders to raise interest
rates and fees. Some financial products would be withdrawn or not offered because they
would not be profitable in the face of these costs.
The CFPA Act would also create a new agency that, if it proceeds as its proponents
advocate, would impose significant costs on lenders for regulatory reviews and negotiations
concerning mandatory disclosures particularly for the introduction of new products. The
CFPA's powers concerning "plain vanilla" products could result in the most consequential
effect on the cost and profitability of lending products. The CFPA could design standard
products and require providers of consumer financial products to offer those products first
to customers and possibly even require consumers to explicitly opt out of the CFPA product
before allowing the lender to offer the consumer its own product.37 This would take a great
deal of discretion over the design of lending products and put it in the hands of a regulatory
agency with little knowledge of how those design decisions affect the profitability of lending.
In some cases one could imagine a financial institution deciding not to offer a new product
because of the risk that the CFPA would mandate the offering of a version of its own that
would make the new product unprofitable. In other cases, it is possible that lenders would
decide not to offer certain products to some consumers because of the prospect that these
consumers would take unprofitable plain vanilla versions of those products.
Rather than protecting consumers, the CFPA Act runs the risk that it would instead harm
consumers by making it harder and more expensive for them to obtain credit. Consumers
would have to pay more to borrow to cover the increased costs of lending described above.
It is also likely that consumers would not be able to borrow in some ways available today
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because the CFPA would prohibit those methods or because financial institutions would find
that those products unprofitable as a result of the increased costs and the requirement to
offer the CFPA-designed products to consumers.
Consumers have benefited from the increased availability and democratization of credit over
the last 30 years.38 That expansion of credit came about in part because of the relaxation of
regulations that prohibited certain credit products. Consumers in the high-inflation years of
the late 1970's were unable to obtain affordable adjustable rate mortgages because they
were largely prohibited.39 Meanwhile state interest rate regulation prevented the emergence
of a national market in credit cards and made credit card lending unprofitable for many
consumers, particular ones with poor credit, in many states.40 Over time consumers have
been able borrow on increasingly more affordable way as a result of financial innovations.41
The CFPA Act risks returning the country to an earlier time in which credit was available only
to the most qualified individuals for whom financial institutions were most assured they
could extend profitable loans.
Conclusion
The CFPA Act would fundamentally change consumer financial protection law and regulation
in the United States. It would lead to a remake of consumer protection law through a new
"abusive practices" concept and provide for new and expansive interpretations of unfair and
deceptive practices; enable and perhaps encourage states and localities to adopt more
stringent but not necessarily consistent consumer protection laws; and create a powerful
agency that could among other things design its own lending products and force lenders to
push those products on consumers. Consumer financial protection is important and the
recent financial crisis has revealed some areas in which protections could be improved. The
proponents of the CFPA Act have not, however, provided much in the way of explanation or
evidence as to why this sweeping overhaul of consumer financial protection is needed now
or why it would benefit the public. The Act, as currently written, would most likely result in
a significant reduction in the availability of credit to consumers and the reversal of longterm trends towards the democratization of credit in the United States.
David S. Evans is Lecturer, University of Chicago Law School and Executive Director of the
Jevons Institute for Competition Law and Economics and Visiting Professor, University
College London. Joshua Wright is Assistant Professor, George Mason University School of
Law and Department of Economics.
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